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In Remembered Rapture: The Writer at Work, award-winning author and renowned academic

“bell hooks reveals the heart of her writing life and the process through which she has come to

be known as a ‘visionary feminist’” (Essence). Born and raised in the rural South, bell hooks

learned early the power of the written word and the importance of speaking her mind. Her

passion for words is the heartbeat of this collection of essays.Remembered Rapture celebrates

literacy, the joys of reading and writing, and the lasting power of the book. With grace and

insight, these essays reveal bell hooks’s wide-ranging intellectual scope, untangling the

complex personae of women writers, especially those whose work goes against the grain.“For

anyone who writes, or seeks to understand the writing process, or wants to know more about

the erudite and passionate mind of bell hooks, this is the book to read.”—The Philadelphia

Inquirer

“bell hooks reveals the heart of her writing life and the process through which she has come to

be known as a 'visionary feminist.'”  �Essence“Each offering from bell hooks is a major event, as

she has so much to give us.”  �Maya Angelou“hooks infuses the best of these essays with a

personal tone that sheds warm light on this particular writer's life.”  �Publishers Weekly--This text

refers to the paperback edition.From the Back CoverBorn and raised in the rural South, bell

hooks learned early the power of the written word and the importance of speaking her mind.

This passion for words is the heartbeat of this contemplative collection of essays.

Remembered Rapture celebrates literacy, the joys of reading and writing, and the lasting power

of the book. These essays once again reveal bell hooks's wide-ranging intellectual scope; if W.

E. B. DuBois elegantly dissected the double consciousness of African-Americans, bell hooks,

with similar insight and vision, untangles the complex personae of women writers, especially

those whose work goes against the grain. --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the

Authorbell hooks was an American author who deserved the capital letters she chose to

spurn.Born Gloria Jean Watkins in 1952, she used lowercase as both an homage to her

maternal great-grandmother and an attempt to keep readers’ focus where it belonged: on her

work. When she died in 2021, hooks left behind a lifetime of thought that was decades ahead

of its time. In the heyday of feminism, when the movement claimed to represent all women

equally, hooks revealed in Ain’t I a Woman �written when she was only nineteen �how the specific

life experiences of Black women were being marginalized. She never lost this pioneering spirit,

bringing it to bear on more than thirty books of literary criticism, children’s fiction, poetry, and

autobiography, including the New York Times bestseller All About Love. A professor of English,

African and Afro-American studies, American literature, and women’s studies, hooks taught at

USC, Yale, among other institutions, including Berea College in her home state of Kentucky

where the bell hooks center was established to honor her work. Winner of the American Book

Award in 1991 for Yearning: Race, Gender, and Cultural Politics, a 2001 nominee for the

NAACP’s Image Award, and one of Time’s 100 Women of the Year in 2020, hooks left her mark

in every field she entered.--This text refers to the paperback edition.African American women

writers, being both black and female, face challenges that the rest of us might never have even

considered. While this essay collection is ultimately a celebration of the writing life and of the

writers author bell hooks (who signs her name with lower-case letters) cites as inspirational, it

also illuminates the issues she and other black women writers have to contend with in their



careers. Hooks has been criticized for, among other things, being incredibly prolific (she has

been called "the Joyce Carol Oates of black feminist writing") and for her scope: "Black

writers," says hooks, "always have difficulty gaining recognition for a body of work if anything

we do is eclectic." Though hooks does take her critics to task, she is more concerned with

confronting a system that seems determined to work against black women--and other minority--

writers. She is critical of publishers for throwing the largest advances and promotional efforts at

white male authors. She complains that "when writers from marginalized groups do work that is

truly marvelous," the literary establishment is likely to see that work as a "rare exception." And

she even rails against black women writers themselves, saying that "Nothing diminishes our

efforts to gain a greater hearing for nonfiction by black women more than the severe dismissals

of this work by black women."Autobiography is one form of writing that hooks feels is

particularly difficult for black women writers, most of whom come from families that never

previously "had to think about whether a relative would write something about their lives." In

fact, she says, autobiographical writing is troublesome for writers who do not "come from class

backgrounds where there are rituals of public confession like psychoanalysis." As a child, says

hooks, "talking openly outside the family about any aspect of family life was considered a form

of treason." Now, though her family is proud of her and pleased that she has not forsaken her

origins, she says, "writing about my life has created an emotional distance between me and my

parents. An intimacy we once shared is gone." --Jane Steinberg--This text refers to the

paperback edition.From Publishers WeeklyThe 22 essays in cultural and literary critic hooks's

17th book were written over a period of 20 years and loosely trace her decision to become a

writer and her metamorphosis into an academic. Together, they constitute a mixture of

intellectual autobiography and manifesto on the proper living of a writer's life. Although in some

essays hooks ruminates on her childhood in a working-class Southern black family, many

others read like transcripts of lectures for college courses in American literature (hooks has

taught at Yale, Oberlin, and the City College of New York), complete with suggested readings.

She frequently analyzes her own work alongside the writing of Toni Morrison, Emily Dickinson,

Lorraine Hansberry and Jamaica Kincaid. (According to hooks, Kincaid is taken more seriously

by "mainstream" critics because she is not African American and because "writing by black

writers who are not African-Americans tends to be seen as always more literary and therefore

more valuable.") Some of the essays deal with the "politics" of publishing, the duplicity and

rancorousness of academe and envy within the ranks of black writers. As always, hooks

emphasizes the importance of personal and political identity to writing. Her prose is clear and

she presents her arguments with a confident passion. If her politics are predictable, hooks

infuses the best of these essays with a personal tone that sheds warm light on this one

particular writer's writing life.Copyright 1998 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers

to the paperback edition.From Library JournalIn these impassioned essays, prolific writer

hooks offers the process and politics of writing with her examinaton of memoir, autobiography,

diary writing, and poetry. At the outset she takes issue with critics who contend she writes too

much, arguing that, as yet, "no woman has written enough." She goes on to focus primarily on

black female writers, showing support for those who are not published and still developing their

skills. She writes of spirituality, the feminist movement, and women's studies as keys to her

success as a writer and critical thinker. Finally, hooks pays tribute to her literary influences:

Emily Dickinson (as she did in Wounds of Passion, LJ 10/1/97), Zora Neale Hurston, Toni

Morrison, and Lorraine Hansberry. This serious look at writing by women remarkably captures

their essence. Recommended for academic and literary collections.?Ann Burns, "Library

Journal"Copyright 1998 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to the paperback



edition.From Kirkus ReviewsA moving testimony to passion for the written word, and to the

inherent difficulties of becoming a purveyor of both language and ideas. Cultural critic,

memoirist (Wound of Passion: A Writing Life, 1997), and professor of English (City Coll.) hook

ss love of language has spurred her to explore various genres and match content to form in a

way that most academics do not. ``Any writer'' she says, ``who strives to be true to artistic

integrity surrenders to the shape the work takes of its own accord.' ' In Remembered Rapture,

her 17th book, she again resists categorization, fusing autobiography with cultural essay,

refracting a larger social dynamic through the prism of her experience as a writer who also

happens to be a black woman. She reveals her ow n story in order to make points about

creativity, publishing, criticismeven the intersection of spirituality and politics. The word

``rapture'' speaks to the reality of writing as a solitary meditation: ``In that moment of grace

when the words come, when I surrender to their ecstatic power, there is no witness,'' she says.

Except that hooks expertly witnesses her own process. This volume functions not only as a

testament to the importance of creative expression, but also as a commentary on the prevailing

market forces that determine the viability of that work. And hooks, in her usual, forthright and

engaging style, makes plain her opinions: on the dearth of nonfiction by black women authors,

the role of race in the critical reception of new work, and the cynicism of the publishing industry.

What could have been a caustic, scathing collection of essays, however, proves to be just the

opposite: generous, open, and inspiring. Not every essay here offers that visceral jolt of critical

insight, but then hooks is writing about the creative process as much as the state of publishing;

her success lies in her ability to transmit the joy of writing well. And she does. (Author tour) --

Copyright ©1998, Kirkus Associates, LP. All rights reserved. --This text refers to the paperback

edition.Read more
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Begin ReadingTable of ContentsAbout the AuthorCopyright PageThank you for buying

thisHenry Holt and Company ebook.To receive special offers, bonus content,and info on new

releases and other great reads,sign up for our newsletters.Or visit us online atFor email

updates on the author, click .The author and publisher have provided this e-book to you for

your personal use only. You may not make this e-book publicly available in any way. Copyright

infringement is against the law. If you believe the copy of this e-book you are reading infringes

on the author’s copyright, please notify the publisher at: .words have weight—you bear with

methe weight of my wordssuffering whatever painthis burden causes youin silence—i bow to

you—Rosa bell and Veodis Watkins… when I ask you to write more books I am urging you to

do what will be for your good and for the good of the world at large.VIRGINIA

WOOLFprefacerapture from the deepWriting these essays about writing has intensified my

understanding and appreciation of the writer at work. This work was written to share the

dimensions of my writing life that take place behind the scenes. Written from the standpoint of

cultural critic, literary scholar, and/or creative writer, these essays probe and examine. They

interrogate. Some are academic in tone, others are polemical or playful or just plain

celebratory. They span a period of twenty years. Significantly, issues that were relevant and key

when I first began writing are still central. Engaging these ideas through the years necessarily

leads to some repetition. As a writer I come back to the same place again and again, hoping to

make a new discovery or to see an old idea in a fresher light. When I am writing, when I am

reading, I reflect on the process of writing itself. Like so much of my work, many of the essays

in this collection emerged as responses to readers who wanted to know more about how the

work came to be what it is and other less gentle interrogators who found my engagement with

writing suspect.Pondering why it is so many people find my (a black woman writer) passion for

the written word suspect, I am reminded of how recent it is that we have made our literary

voices heard in a sustained way—especially writing nonfiction. I write much about that in

Remembered Rapture, dwelling on diverse subjects: the issue of labels, of whether one is a

black or woman writer or just a writer; talking about why I write so much; discussing the social

and political implications of writing by and about women emerging in the wake of contemporary

feminist movement; probing the politics of confessional writing, the rise in popularity of the

contemporary memoir. In several essays I look at the link between my writing and spiritual

belief and practice. I write here about class and how our class background influences both

what we write, how we write, and how the work is received. And finally I write about some of

the women writers whose work and literary presence influences me, shaping the contours of

my imagination, expanding the scope of my vision. No writer’s work has touched my life as

significantly as the work of Emily Dickinson, and it is time for me to give her praise. Two of the

women writers I pay homage to, Toni Cade Bambara and Ann Petry, died in recent years; their

passing was not recognized enough in the press as the tremendous loss to the world of

American letters, for their work and presence illuminate very specific periods in our history as a

nation—and the development of black women’s writing.In many of these essays I grapple with

the issue of public work as an intellectual in and outside the academy and that space of writing

that is always intimate, private, solitary. Again and again I return to the issue of voice—to break

silence, to talk about the reality that black women’s literary voices are here to stay even as we

still confront a culture that is not yet fully ready to register and recognize the diversity and

range of our vision. As a still emergent group of writers, especially in the area of nonfiction

work, black women grapple continually with the suspicions of a larger literary world that is still



not confident we are serious thinkers and writers. And then we confront one another, finding

among ourselves that envy and fear often lead us away from the solidarity that is needed to

ensure our work will not be once again relegated to an abyss of silence, dismissed once more

as unnecessary, as irrelevant, as not good or good enough.I address these issues in

Remembered Rapture because the marketplace has discovered our words are a useful

commodity and eagerly seeks to push our work only in the direction of profit and gain. We have

visions that must be protected and cherished, for we are still claiming our space in words—still

seeking audiences that can take us and our work seriously, still waiting for a generation of

publishers and critics to emerge who are not blinded by biases. Again and again in these

essays I respond to the question most often asked me by everyone, Why do you write so

much? I recall the words of Virginia Woolf, whose A Room of One’s Own has always provided

a guide and an anchor, urging us so long, so silent women to “write all kinds of books,

hesitating at no subject however trivial or vast,” telling us that if we “consider any great figure of

the past, like Sappho, like the Lady Murasaki, like Emily Bronte” we will find “that she is an

inheritor as well as an originator, and has come into existence because women have come to

the habit of writing naturally.…” Ah! but my dear sister Virginia could never imagine black

women writing “naturally.” For like everyone she knew, our very existence on the landscape of

Western literature was the outcome of unnatural acts.No! Black women in the diaspora do not

come to writing naturally, for there is always someone standing ready to silence the natural

impulse to create as it arises in us, and so to write we must ever resist. We must ever

remember that our ancestors sacrificed that we might possess the skill to read—to write. No!

Black women have not come to writing naturally for we have “come over a way that with tears

has been watered, treading our feet through the blood of the slaughtered.” We have come to

writing through the suffering of our ancestors here on these shores. While this suffering does

not sanctify us it does remind us that ours is a literary history where even the threat of death

could not silence our passion for written words—our longing to read, to write, to know.Writing

about his life and the people who influenced him, black theologian and mystic Howard

Thurman often focused on his maternal grandmother Nancy Ambrose, telling how she

encouraged him to be a seeker after truth: “… I got from her an enormous respect for the

magic that there is in knowledge. That came from what she had observed as a slave child.

Whenever her owner’s wife saw her daughter trying to teach my grandmother the alphabet or

one, two, three, she would chastise the child and send her to bed without supper. My

grandmother said: ‘I saw there must be some magic in knowing how to read and write.’”

Although she never learned to read or write she urged her grandson to acquire this magic and

use it in the service of self-realization.Like Howard Thurman, I was raised in a world where

many of the teachers of wisdom around me were elder black women and men who could not

read or write. As part of my religious missionary service it was often my designated task as a

child to be the eyes for those who did not have eyes, the hands for those who could not write.

No language adequately describes what it feels like to live in a world where so much depends

on the written word and be unable to grasp the significance of those marks on paper. No words

can convey the sense of powerlessness before the mystery of print. I witnessed the pain and

shame of illiterate elders. Yet more than their anguish of spirit what I remember most is the

intensity of their longing—their desire to be led into this world of written words. They never let

me forget that they could not enter this world without a guide. And that my ability to guide them

was a precious gift. They never let me forget that some of them had been to school but had not

been “taught right” and so they did not come away from “learning” knowing how to make sense

of words on the page. They never let me forget that I was blessed. To them words were sacred.



To read and write was to partake of a sacrament as holy as our eating the body and drinking

the blood of the divine in communion and remembrance.That sense of the sacredness of

words, of writing, has been inside my mind, heart, and imagination for such a long time. I can

no longer remember a world without words on the page calling me, calling me to come inside

and to find what Rilke named “the deeps into which your life takes rise.” I knew then. I knew

when I sat at the feet of Miss Zula, who could barely move because illness had caused her

dark body had grown huge and monstrous, reading—letting my tongue and breath caress

written words, giving voice to passions she would never know—I knew then I wanted a life in

words. I wanted to be a writer. I wanted to be able to enter this sacred realm at will and find

there the meaning of grace.I did not wait for desegregation, for college, for creative-writing

classes, for grown-ups to show me the way. I found my vocation. It called to me and I was

determined to answer the call. I began to write in my girlhood. And I am writing still, moving

swiftly into midlife with a body of words I have made into books beside me. No passion in my

life has been as constant, as true as this love. No passion has been as demanding. When

words call, to answer, to satisfy the urge, I must come again and again to a solitary place—a

place where I am utterly alone. In that moment of grace when the words come, when I

surrender to their ecstatic power, there is no witness. Only I see, feel, and know how my mind

and spirit are carried away. Only I know how the writing process alchemically alters me, leaving

me transformed. Other writers tell of how it works within them. Written words change us all and

make us more than we could ever be without them. Still the being we become in the midst of

the very act of writing is only ever intimately present to the one who writes.Writing about writing

is one way to grasp, hold, and give added meaning to a process that remains one of life’s great

mysteries. I have not yet found words to truly convey the intensity of this remembered rapture—

that moment of exquisite joy when necessary words come together and the work is complete,

finished, ready to be read. I do know that I return again and again to that place, to that moment

—to the rapture. That written words offer me this gift is an endless blessing.writing from the

darknessI remember childhood as time in anguish, as a dark time—not darkness in any sense

that is stark, bleak, or empty but as a rich space of knowledge, struggle, and awakening. We

seemed bound to the earth then, as though like other living things our roots were so deep in

the soil of our surroundings there was no way to trace beginnings. We lived in the county, in a

space between city and country, a barely occupied space. Houses stood at a distance from

one another, few of them beautiful; always a sense of isolation and unbearable loneliness

hovered about them. We lived on hilly land, trees and wild honeysuckle hiding the flat spaces

where gardens grew. I do not remember darkness there. It was the blackness enveloping earth

and sky out in the country at Daddy Jerry’s and Mama Willie’s house that gave feeling and

meaning to darkness. There it seemed textured, as though it were velvet cloth folded in many

layers. That darkness had to be confronted as we made our way before bedtime to the

outhouse. “No light necessary,” granddaddy would say. “There is light in darkness, you just

have to find it.” That was early childhood. From then on I was terribly lost in an inner darkness

as deep and thick as the blackness of those nights. I could not find my way or see the light

there.I was a child and his words had given me confidence. I believed with him that there was

light in darkness waiting to be found. Later unable to find my way, I began to feel uncertain,

displaced, estranged even. This was the condition of my spirit when I decided to be a writer, to

seek for that light in words. No one understood. Coming from country black folks, seemingly

always old, folks with the spirit of the backwoods, odd habits and odd ways, I had no way to

share this longing—this ache to write words. In our world there was an intense passionate

place for telling stories. It was really some big-time thing to be able to tell a good story, to as



Cousin Bo would say “call out the hell in words.” Writing had no such place. Writing the old

people could not do even if they had been lucky enough to learn how. Folks wrote only when

they had to; it was an awesome task, a burden. Making lists or writing letters could anguish the

spirit. And who would anguish the spirit unnecessarily?Searching for a space where writing

could be understood, I asked for a diary. I remember early on getting the imitation-leather red

or green books at holiday times, with DIARY written on them in bright gold letters, and of

course there were those ever-so-tiny gold keys, two of them. Keys that were inevitably lost.

Whole diaries gone because I refused to pry them open, not wanting what was private to be

accessible. Confessional writing in diaries was acceptable in our family because it was writing

that was never meant to be read by anyone. Keeping a daily diary did not mean that I was

seriously called to write, that I would ever write for a reading public. This was “safe” writing. It

would (or so my parents thought) naturally be forsaken as one grew into womanhood. I shared

with them this assumption. Such writing was seen as a necessary stage but only that. It was for

me the space for critical reflection, where I struggled to understand myself and the world

around me, that crazy world of family and community, that painful world. I could say there what

was hurting me, how I felt about things, what I hoped for. I could be angry there with no threat

of punishment. I could “talk back.” Nothing had to be concealed. I could hold on to myself

there.However much the realm of diary-keeping has been a female experience that has often

kept us closeted writers, away from the act of writing as authorship, it has most assuredly been

a writing act that intimately connects the art of expressing one’s feeling on the written page

with the construction of self and identity, with the effort to be fully self-actualized. This precious

powerful sense of writing as a healing place where our souls can speak and unfold has been

crucial to women’s development of a counter-hegemonic experience of creativity within

patriarchal culture. Significantly, diary writing has not been traditionally seen by literary

scholars as subversive autobiography, as a form of authorship that challenges conventional

notions about the primacy of confessional writing as mere documentation (for women most

often a record of our sorrows). Yet in the many cases where such writing has enhanced our

struggle to be self-defining it emerges as a narrative of resistance, as writing that enables us to

experience both self-discovery and self-recovery.Faced with the radical possibility of self-

transformation that confessional writing can evoke, many females cease to write. Certainly,

when I was younger I did not respond to the realization that diary writing was a place where I

could critically confront the “self” with affirmation. At times diary writing was threatening. For

me the confessions written there were testimony, documenting realities I was not always able

to face. My response to this sense of threat was to destroy the diaries. That destruction was

linked to my fear that growing up was not supposed to be hard and difficult, a time of anguish

and torment. Somehow the diaries were another accusing voice declaring that I was not

“normal.” I destroyed that writing and I wanted to destroy that tormented and struggling self. I

did not understand, then, the critical difference between confession as an act of displacement

and confession as the beginning stage in a process of self-transformation. Before this

understanding, the diary as mirror was a place where that part of myself I could not accept or

love could be named, touched, and then destroyed. Such writing was release. It took the terror

and pain away—that was all. It was not then a place of reconciliation and reclamation.None of

the many diaries I wrote growing up exist today. They were all destroyed. Years ago when I

began a therapeutic process of retrospective self-examination, I really missed this writing and

mourned the loss. Since I use journals now as a way to engage in critical self-reflection,

confrontation, and challenge, I know that I would be able to know myself differently were I able

to read back, to remember with that writing. Those years of sustained diary writing were crucial



to my later development as a writer for it was this realm of confessional writing that enabled me

to find a voice. Still there was a frightening tension between the discovery of that voice and the

assumption that, though expressed, it would then need to be concealed, contained, hidden,

and ultimately destroyed. While I had been given permission to keep diaries, it was writing that

my family began to see as dangerous when I began to express ideas considered strange and

alien. Diaries provided a space for me to develop an autonomous voice and that meant such

writing, once sanctioned, became suspect. It was impressed upon my consciousness that

having a voice was dangerous. This was reinforced when my sisters would find and read my

diaries, then deliver them to our mother as evidence that I was truly a mad person, an alien, a

stranger in their household.This tension between writing as an expression of my longing to

emerge as autonomous creative thinker and the fear that such expression and any other

manifestation of independence would mean madness, an end to life, created barriers between

me and those written words. I was afraid of their power and yet I needed them. Writing was the

only space where I could express myself freely. It was crucial to my fragile sense of well-being.

I was often the family scapegoat—persecuted, ridiculed. I was often punished. It was as though

I lived in a constant state of siege, subject to unprovoked and unexpected terrorist attacks. I

lived in dread. Nothing I did was ever right. That constant experience of estrangement was

deeply saddening. I was brokenhearted.Writing was the healing place where I could collect the

bits and pieces, where I could put them together again. It was the sanctuary, the safe place. Yet

I could not make that writing part of an overall process of self-recovery. I was able to use it

constructively only as an outlet for suppressed feeling. Knowledge that the writing could have

enabled transformation was blocked by feelings of shame. I was ashamed that I needed this

sanctuary in words. Confronting parts of my self there was humiliating. To me that confession

was a process of unmasking, stripping the soul. It made me naked and vulnerable. Even

though the experience was cleansing and redemptive, it was a process I could not fully affirm

or celebrate. Feelings of shame compelled me to destroy what I had written. Diary writing, as a

record of confession, brought me face to face with the shadow self, the one we spend lifetimes

avoiding. I was ashamed that this “me” existed. I read my words. They were mirrors. I looked at

the self represented there. Destroying the diaries, I destroyed that shadow. There was no trace

of her, nothing that could bear witness. I could not embrace that inner darkness, find the light in

it. I could not hold that being or love her.Undoubtedly this process of destroying the diaries, and

the self represented there, kept me from attempting suicide. There were times when I felt that

death was the only way I could escape that inner darkness. I remember even now how much I

longed to be rid of the wounded me, that secret shadow self. In Lyn Cowan’s Jungian

discussion of masochism she describes that moment when we learn to “embrace the shadow”

as a necessary stage in the psychic journey leading to recovery and the restoration of well-

being. She comments: “Jung said the shadow connects an individual to the collective

unconscious, and beyond that to animal life at its most primitive level. The shadow is the

tunnel, channel, or connector through which one reaches the deepest, most elemental layers

of psyche.” Confronting that shadow-self can both humiliate and humble. Humiliation in the face

of aspects of the self we think are unsound, inappropriate, ugly, or downright nasty blocks

one’s ability to see the possibility for transformation that such a facing of one’s reality

promises.That sense of profound shame evoked whenever I looked at the shadow-self

portrayed in the writing was a barrier. It kept me stuck in the woundedness. Even though

acknowledging that self in writing was a necessary anchor enabling me to keep a hold on life, it

was not enough. That shame had to be let go before I could fully emerge as a writer because it

was there whenever I tried to create, whether the work was confessional or not. When I left



home to attend college I carried with me the longing to write. I knew then that I would need to

work through these feelings of shame. One early journal entry from that time reads:Writing,

and the hope of writing pulls me back from the edges of despair. I believe insanity and despair

are at times one and the same. And I hear the voices of my past telling me that I will go crazy,

that I will end up in a mental institution—alone. I remember my oldest sister laughing, telling

me that no one would visit me there, that “girl, you ought to stop.” Stop thinking. Stop dreaming.

Stop trying to experience and understand life. Stop living in the world of the mind. That day I

had sat a hot iron on my arm. I was ironing our father’s pajamas. They were collectively

mocking me. I asked them to leave me alone. I pleaded with them, “Why can’t I just be left

alone to be me?” I did not want to be molded. I was something. And when the hot iron came

down on my arm I did not feel it. I was momentarily carried away, pleading with them. I stood

there in the hallway ironing and even when the stinging pain was there I continued to iron. I

stood there struggling to hide the pain and sorrow, not wanting to cry, not wanting them to

know how much it hurt. I was trying to be brave. I know now that an anguished heart is never a

brave heart. It’s like some wounded body part that keeps bleeding, that can’t stop itself. Writing

eases the anguish. It is my connection. Through it and with it I transcend despair.Writing,

whether confessional prose or poetry, was irrevocably linked in my mind with the effort to

maintain well-being. I began writing poetry about the same time that I began keeping diaries.

Poetry writing was radically different. Unlike confessional prose, one could use language in

writing poetry to mask feelings, to hide the experiential reality leading one to create. Poems on

the subject of death and dying did not necessarily make explicit to the reader that I was at

times struggling with the issue of whether to stay alive. Poetry writing as creative process was

intimately linked with the experience of transcendence. Unlike the diary writing, which became

a space where I confronted pain, poetry was the way to move beyond it. I never destroyed

poems because I felt there was nothing revealed there about the “me of me.”Then and now I

remain a great admirer of Emily Dickinson, often marveling that she as living presence seemed

always absent from her poems. To me they do not stand as a record of her experience but

more as expressions of what I believe she felt was a fitting and worthy subject for poetry. Her

poems are masks, together creating a collective drama where the self remains in the shadows,

dark and undiscovered. It is difficult to look behind the poems, to see, to enter those shadows.

Poetry writing may have been just that for Dickinson, the making of an enclosure—the poem as

wall, a screen shielding her from the shadow-self. Perhaps there was for her no safe place,

nowhere that the unnamed could be voiced, remembered, held. Even if it is there in the poems,

we as readers cannot necessarily know or find it. What is clear is that writing was for Dickinson

a way to keep a hold on life.Writing that keeps us away from death, from despair, does not

necessarily help us to be well. Anne Sexton could confess, “I am trying a flat mask to hold my

sanity up … my life is falling through a sieve” and then “the thing that seems to be saving me is

the poetry.” I remember her, Sylvia Plath, and not so well-known black women poets Georgia

Douglas Johnson and Clarissa Scott Delany because they all struggled with dangerous

melancholy and killing despair. We know that poetry does not save us, that writing does not

always keep us away from death, that the sorrow of wounds that have never healed,

excruciating self-doubt, or overwhelming melancholy often crushes the spirit, making it

impossible to stay alive. Julia Kristeva speaks about women’s struggle to find and sustain

creative voice in the chapter “I Who Want Not to Be,” which is part of the introduction to About

Chinese Women. There she addresses the tension between our longing to “speak as women,”

to have being that is strong enough to bear the identity writer, and the coercive imposition of a

feminine identity within patriarchy that opposes such being. Within patriarchy woman has no



legitimate voice. Her voice is either constructed in complicity or resistance. If the choice is not

radical then we speak only what the patriarchal culture would have us say. If we do not speak

as liberators we collapse under the weight of this effort to speak within patriarchal confines or

lose ourselves without dying. Kristeva recalls the Russian poet Marina Tsvetayeva, who

hanged herself, writing: “I don’t want to die. I want not to be.” Her words echo my longing to be

rid of the shadow-self, the “me of me.”Writing enables us to be more fully alive only if it is not a

terrain wherein we leave the self—the shadows behind, escaping. Anne Sexton reiterated

again and again in her letters that it was crucial that the writer keep a hold on life by learning to

face reality: “I think that writers must try not to avoid knowing what is happening. Everyone has

somewhere the ability to mask the events of pain and sorrow.… But the creative person must

not use this mechanism any more than they have to in order to keep breathing.” A distinction

must be made between that writing which enables us to hold on to life even as we are clinging

to old hurts and wounds and that writing which offers to us a space where we are able to

confront reality in such a way that we live more fully. Such writing is not an anchor that we

mistakenly cling to so as not to drown. It is writing that truly rescues, that enables us to reach

the shore, to recover.To become a writer I needed to confront that shadow-self, to learn ways

to accept and care for that aspect of me as part of a process of healing and recovery. I longed

to create a groundwork of being that could affirm my struggle to be a whole self and my effort

to write. To fulfill this longing I had to search for that shadow-self and reclaim it. That search

was part of a process of long inward journeying. Much of it took place in writing. I spent more

than ten years writing journals, unearthing and restoring memories of that shadow-self,

connecting the past with present being. This writing enabled me to look myself over in a new

way, without the shame I had experienced earlier. It was no longer an act of displacement. I

was not trying to be rid of the shadows, I wanted instead to enter them. That encounter

enabled me to learn the self anew in ways that allowed transformation in consciousness and

being. Resurrecting the shadow-self, I could finally embrace it, and by so doing come back to

myself.That woundedness that I was once so ashamed to recognize became for me a place of

recovery, the dark deeps into which I could enter to find both the source of that pain and the

means to heal. Only in fully knowing the wound could I discover ways to attend to it. Writing

was a way of knowing. After what seemed like endless years of journal writing about the past, I

wrote a memoir of my girlhood. It was indeed the culmination of this effort to accept the past

and yet surrender its hold on me. This writing was redemptive. I no longer need to make this

journey again and again.women who write too muchThere are writers who write for fame. And

there are writers who write because we need to make sense of the world we live in; writing is a

way to clarify, to interpret, to reinvent. We may want our work to be recognized, but that is not

the reason we write. We do not write because we must; we always have choice. We write

because language is the way we keep a hold on life. With words we experience our deepest

understandings of what it means to be intimate. We communicate to connect, to know

community. Even though writing is a solitary act, when I sit with words that I trust will be read

by someone, I know that I can never be truly alone. There is always someone who waits for

words, eager to embrace them and hold them close.For the vast majority of my life I have

longed to write. In my girlhood writing was the place where I could express ideas, opinions,

beliefs that could not be spoken. Writing has then always been where I have turned to work

through difficulties. In some ways writing has always functioned in a therapeutic manner for me.

In The Dancing Mind, Toni Morrison suggests that the therapeutic ways writing can function are

at odds with, or at least inferior to, a commitment to writing that is purely about the desire to

engage language imaginatively. She contends: “I have always doubted and disliked the



therapeutic claims made on behalf of writing and writers.… I know now, more than I ever did

(and I always on some level knew it), that I need that intimate, sustained surrender to the

company of my own mind while it touches another.…” Morrison’s description of the urge that

leads to writing resonates with me. Still, I believe that one can have a complete imaginative

engagement with writing as craft and still experience it in a manner that is therapeutic; one

urge does not diminish the other. However, writing is not therapy. Unlike therapy, where

anything may be spoken in any manner, the very notion of craft suggests that the writer must

necessarily edit, shape, and play with words in a manner that is always subordinated to desired

intent and effect. I call attention to the way writing has functioned therapeutically for me as a

location where I may articulate that which may be difficult, if not impossible to speak in other

locations because this need leads me to turn and turn again to the written words and partially

explains the sheer volume of my written work.As long as I had only written and published one

or two books no one ever inquired or commented on my writing process, on how long it took

me to complete the writing of a book. Once I began to write books regularly, sometimes

publishing two at the same time, more and more comments were made to me about how much

I was writing. Many of these comments conveyed the sense that I was either doing something

wrong by writing so much, or at least engaged in writing acts that needed to be viewed with

suspicion. When I first took creative-writing classes from women professors who taught from a

feminist perspective, we were encouraged to examine the way that sexism had always

interfered with women’s creativity, staging disruptions that not only limited the breadth and

range of women’s writing but the quantity as well. In a feminist studies course taught by writer

Tillie Olsen I learned reading her essays on writing that prior to the 1960s it was rare if a white

female writer, or a black female or male writer, published more than one book. We talked in

class both about the material conditions that “silence” writers as well as the psychological

barriers (i.e., believing that work will not be received or that what one has to say is either not

important or has already been said). Knowing that black writers had faced difficulties that

inhibited their capacity to write or complete works that had been started did serve as a catalyst

challenging me to write against barriers—to complete work, to not be afraid of the writing

process.To overcome fears about writing, I began to write every day. My process was not to

write a lot but to work in small increments, writing and rewriting. Of course I found early on that

if I did this diligently these small increments would ultimately become a book. In The Writing

Life, Annie Dillard reminds readers: “It takes years to write a book—between two and ten years.

Less is so rare as to be statistically insignificant. One American writer has written a dozen

major books over six decades.… Out of a human population on earth of four and a half billion

perhaps twenty people can write a book in a year.” Dillard’s numbers may no longer be

accurate as writers today not only have more time to write but have more writing aids (like the

computer). Certainly as a writer who has handwritten, then typed or keyed into computer, all

my books, I know how the computer and printer speed up the process. Typing and retyping a

book takes much more time than keying in rewrites on a computer. I never approach writing

thinking about quantity. I think about what it is I want to say. These days when I see the small

yet ample stack of books I have written (usually seen at book signings), I know that this body of

work emerged because I am again and again overwhelmed by ideas I want to put in writing.

Since my interests are broad and wide-ranging, I am not surprised that there is an endless flow

of ideas in my mind.I write as one committed simultaneously to intellectual life, which means

that ideas are the tools I search out and work with to create different and alternative

epistemologies (ways of knowing). That I am continuously moved to share these ideas, to

share thought processes in writing is sometimes as much a mystery to me as it is to readers.



For I have writing comrades who work with ideas in the mind as much as I do but who are not

as driven as I am to articulate those ideas in writing. A driving force behind my writing passion

is political activism. Contrary to popular assumption writing can function as a form of political

resistance without in any way being propagandistic or lacking literary merit. Concurrently,

writing may galvanize readers to be more politically aware without that being the writer’s sole

intent.A covert form of censorship is always at work when writing that is overtly espousing

political beliefs and assumptions is deemed less serious or artistically lacking compared to

work that does not overtly address political concerns. In our culture practically every aspiring

writer realizes that work that is not addressing the status quo, the mainstream, that addresses

unpopular political standpoints will rarely be given attention. It certainly will not make the best-

seller list. Since I began my writing career utterly uninterested in writing anything other than

poetry and fiction, work that I did not see as political, I was more acutely aware than most

writers might be that by writing critical essays on unpopular political issues, I might never be

seen by the mainstream world of critics and readers as an artistically “serious” writer. It has

been challenging to maintain a commitment to dissident writing while also writing work that is

not overtly political, that aspires to be more purely imaginative.Successful writing in one genre

often means that any work done in another genre is already marked as less valuable. While I

have been castigated for writing critical essays that are too radical or simplistic, just “wrong-

minded,” the poetry I write along with other work that does not overtly address political

concerns is often either ignored or castigated for not being political enough. Until we no longer

invest in the conventional assumption that a dichotomy exists between imaginative writing and

nonfiction work, writers will always feel torn. Writers will always censor their work to push it in

the direction that will ensure it will receive acclaim. Everyone knows that dissident writing is

less likely to bring literary recognition and reward.Dissident voices are rarely published by

mainstream presses. Many writers from marginal groups and/or with unpopular perspectives

have relied on small presses to publish their work. Indeed, my writing would not have achieved

public acclaim were it not for the alternative small presses publishing my work at a time when

large publishing houses simply held to the conviction that writing about race and gender would

not sell. Mainstream publishers showed interest in my writing only after sales of work published

with small presses documented that an established book-buying audience existed.

Significantly, the publication of my work by a mainstream press was also possible because

many young college-educated workers in the industry were familiar with the work because they

had studied it in school or knew that other students were excited about it and they could affirm

the existence of an established readership.My zeal for writing has intensified over the years

and the incredible affirming feedback from readers is one catalyst. In my early writing years I

thought this zeal was purely a function of will. However I found that rejection by the publishing

world really affected my capacity to write. It left me feeling blocked, as though no one wanted to

hear my ideas. No writer writes often or well if they despair of ever having an audience for their

work. Knowing that readers want to hear my ideas stimulates my writing. While it does not lead

me to write if I am uninspired, it does enhance my capacity to work when inspired. Long

solitary hours spent writing feel more worthwhile when a writer knows there are eager readers

waiting for new work. Oftentimes I write about issues readers have repeatedly asked me

questions about at public lectures. My professorial work, which includes both classroom

settings and public lectures, keeps me in closer touch with reader response to my work than I

might be were I creating work in a more isolated manner. It is equally true that engaged

dialogue about ideas is also a stimulant for writing. Sometimes I feel an urgent need to write

ideas down on paper to make room for new ideas to arrive, keep my mind from becoming too



crowded.Historically the writers in our culture who were the most prolific were white males.

Now this is changing. However, as more writers from marginal groups break silences or

barriers that led to the creation of only one work, producing a body of work is often viewed with

disdain or disparagement. While it is true that market forces lead the publishing industry to

encourage writers to produce books that may simply be repetitive, poorly written, and

uninspired simply because anything specific successful writers write will sell, it does not follow

from this that every writer who has an ample body of work is merely responding to market-

driven demands. Since I have never tried to make a living as a writer, I have had the extreme

good fortune to be able to write only what I want to write when I want to write it. Not being at

the mercy of the publishing industry to pay the rent or put food on the table has meant that I

have had enormous freedom to resist attempts by the industry to “package” my work in ways

that would be at odds with my artistic vision. Reflecting on the interplay between writing and

the marketplace in Art [Objects], Jeanette Winterson comments: “Integrity is the true writer’s

determination not to buckle under market forces, not to strangle her own voice for the sake of a

public who prefers its words in whispers. The pressures on young writers to produce to order

and to produce more of the same, if they have had a success, is now at overload, and the

media act viciously in either ignoring or pillorying any voice that is not their kind of journalese.”

When I choose to write an essay book that includes work that may have been published first in

magazines, reviewers will often write about the work as though it is stale, nothing new. A book

of mine might include ten new essays (which alone could be a book) and four or five pieces

that were published elsewhere and a reviewer might insist that there is no new work in the

collection. Men can produce collections in which every piece has been published elsewhere

and this will not even be mentioned in reviews. This critical generosity cuts across race. Two

books that come to mind are Cornel West’s collection Race Matters and Henry Louis Gates

Jr.’s book Thirteen Ways of Looking at a Black Man. While feminist intervention altered the

nature of contemporary women’s writing, it has had little impact on critical evaluations of that

work in the mainstream press.Dissident writing is always more likely to be trashed in

mainstream reviews. Rarely do mainstream critiques of my work talk about the content of the

writing—the ideas. It took years of writing books that were published by alternative presses for

this work to be acknowledged by the mainstream publishing world. Had I stopped writing early

on it is unlikely that my books would ever have received any notice in mainstream culture.

Ironically, producing a body of work has been one of the reasons it has not been easy for

critics to overlook my writing even as they often imply in written critique and conversation that I

should write less. Usually these critics are other women. While contemporary feminism

highlighted difficulties women writers face by challenging and intervening on institutionalized

barriers, it also opened up new possibilities (i.e., women’s presses, more women entering the

field of publishing). The incredible success of feminist and/or women’s writing in the

marketplace certainly compelled mainstream publishers to reconsider old approaches to

writing by and about women. It is simply easier for women writers to write and sell work than

ever before. As a consequence it has become more difficult for women to attribute failure to

write or sustain creativity solely to sexist biases. These changes have led to conflict and

competition between women who write a lot and those who do not, especially when the latter

attribute nonproduction to sexist barriers. The harshest critics of my work have been less well-

known black women writers and/or individuals who have had difficulty producing new work.
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onlinej, “Profound.. Wise words and autobiographical insight from a philosopher gone too soon.”

Mizkaja, “the rapture of hooks. loved this book, it helped me to understand a lot this is needed

reading for fresh writers”

Steven H Propp, “A TWENTY-YEAR COLLECTION OF ESSAYS, REVEALING HER

THOUGHTS ABOUT WRITING. bell hooks (all lower-case letters; born Gloria Jean Watkins in

1952) is an American author, feminist, and social activist. She has written many books, such as 

  

Ain't I a Woman: Black Women and Feminism

  

  

    ,

  

Feminist Theory: From Margin to Center



  

  

    ,

  

Outlaw Culture: Resisting Representations

  

  

    ,

  

Killing Rage: Ending Racism

  

  

, and many more. [NOTE: page numbers below refer to the 237-page hardcover edition.]She

wrote in the Preface to this 1999 book, “Writing these essays about writing has intensified my

understanding and appreciation of the writer at work. This work was written to share the

dimensions of my writing life that take place behind the scenes. Written from the standpoint of

cultural critic, literary scholar, and/or creative writer, these essays probe and examine. They

interrogate. Some are academic in tone, others are polemical or playful or just plain

celebratory. They span a period of twenty years. Significantly, issues that were relevant and key

when I first began writing are still central… many of the essays in this collection emerged as

responses to readers who wanted to know more about how the work came to be what it is and

other less gentle interrogators who found my engagement with writing suspect.” (Pg. xi)She

continues, “In many of these essays I grapple with the issue ow public work as an intellectual in

and outside and academy and that space of writing that is always intimate, private, solitary…

As a still emergent group of writers… black women grapple continually with the suspicions of a

larger literary world that is still not confident we are serious thinkers and writers… I address

these issues in ‘Remembered Rapture’ because the marketplace has discovered our words are

a useful commodity and eagerly seeks to push our work only in the direction of profit and



gain.” (Pg. xii-xiii)In one essay, she notes, ”[Zora Neale] Hurston’s first biographer was white

and male. When his book was published, he openly admitted that he felt there were blind spots

in his perspective and stated that he looked forward to the progressive interpretive visions of

women scholars, particularly black women, could bring to Hurston’s life and work. Such work

has yet to appear.” (Pg. 25-26)She explains, “Often the suggestion that I am writing ‘too much’

comes from black women wo have either written very little or not as much as they want to write.

Fortunately I have never had to write to make a living. As a consequence I have always only

written on subjects that intrigue and fascinate me… The continued success of the writing, the

accolades it brings as well as the financial rewards seem to be most disturbing to the critical

observers…” (Pg. 29-30)In her ‘Dancing with Words’ essay, she shares, “I am still transported,

carried away by writing and reading. Writing longhand the first drafts of all my work, I read

aloud to myself. Performing the words to both hear and feel them, I want to be certain I am

grappling with language in a manner where my words live and breathe…” (Pg. 36) She adds,

“In my own imagination, this process of thinking and writing is affirmed by the Buddhist vision

of interior arrangement, where one strives to create a particular atmosphere with aesthetic

minimalism, with an eye for simplicity.” (Pg. 40)She recalls, “In the all-black schools of my

childhood there had never been any doubt that we have equal access to the world of the

imaginary… No one had ever suggested that being black, female, or working-class would

stand in my way. No wonder then that I cherish the memory of those all-black schools where no

one ever thought my love of Dickinson and Wordsworth was strange, where no one ever

questioned my right to love great literature no matter who had written it.” (Pg. 48) Later, she

adds, “there is no black literature, only literature that conveys our experience as black people.

There is no feminist writer, only the writer who writes from a feminist perspective.” (Pg.

56-57)She reveals, “As a young adult able to be critical of Christianity, I searched for a spiritual

path that would offer an alternative to the fall/redemption model. That search led me to

teachings and to spiritual leaders and guides who taught me about other paths. I learned about

the mystical dimensions of Islam, studied about Buddhism, Hinduism, and other religious

traditions. My current spiritual practice grows out of a combination of various traditions. Drawn

to the teachings of Buddha, I practice yoga and meditation. That aspect of Christian faith I most

cling to is the emphasis on prayer. And from the teachings of Sufi mystics, I learned how to

understand Love as divine energy in the universe.” (Pg. 111-112)Later in this essay, she

explains, “When I first published a chapbook of poems… I had chosen to use as a pseudonym

my great-grandmothers name, Bell Hooks. Though there were many reasons for choosing and

keeping a pen name, the one I seldom talked about was my religious belief that it was

important to deflect away from self and ego.” (Pg. 114)Often much more intimate and

“personal” than most of her other books, this book will be “must reading” for those of us who

love hooks’ writings, as well as those who want to read the thoughts of a prominent writer and

“public intellectual” on writing, as well as other subjects.”

Steven H Propp, “A TWENTY-YEAR COLLECTION OF ESSAYS, REVEALING HER

THOUGHTS ABOUT WRITING. bell hooks (all lower-case letters; born Gloria Jean Watkins in

1952) is an American author, feminist, and social activist. She has written many books, such as 
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, and many more. [NOTE: page numbers below refer to the 237-page hardcover edition.]She

wrote in the Preface to this 1999 book, “Writing these essays about writing has intensified my

understanding and appreciation of the writer at work. This work was written to share the

dimensions of my writing life that take place behind the scenes. Written from the standpoint of

cultural critic, literary scholar, and/or creative writer, these essays probe and examine. They



interrogate. Some are academic in tone, others are polemical or playful or just plain

celebratory. They span a period of twenty years. Significantly, issues that were relevant and key

when I first began writing are still central… many of the essays in this collection emerged as

responses to readers who wanted to know more about how the work came to be what it is and

other less gentle interrogators who found my engagement with writing suspect.” (Pg. xi)She

continues, “In many of these essays I grapple with the issue ow public work as an intellectual in

and outside and academy and that space of writing that is always intimate, private, solitary…

As a still emergent group of writers… black women grapple continually with the suspicions of a

larger literary world that is still not confident we are serious thinkers and writers… I address

these issues in ‘Remembered Rapture’ because the marketplace has discovered our words are

a useful commodity and eagerly seeks to push our work only in the direction of profit and

gain.” (Pg. xii-xiii)In one essay, she notes, ”[Zora Neale] Hurston’s first biographer was white

and male. When his book was published, he openly admitted that he felt there were blind spots

in his perspective and stated that he looked forward to the progressive interpretive visions of

women scholars, particularly black women, could bring to Hurston’s life and work. Such work

has yet to appear.” (Pg. 25-26)She explains, “Often the suggestion that I am writing ‘too much’

comes from black women wo have either written very little or not as much as they want to write.

Fortunately I have never had to write to make a living. As a consequence I have always only

written on subjects that intrigue and fascinate me… The continued success of the writing, the

accolades it brings as well as the financial rewards seem to be most disturbing to the critical

observers…” (Pg. 29-30)In her ‘Dancing with Words’ essay, she shares, “I am still transported,

carried away by writing and reading. Writing longhand the first drafts of all my work, I read

aloud to myself. Performing the words to both hear and feel them, I want to be certain I am

grappling with language in a manner where my words live and breathe…” (Pg. 36) She adds,

“In my own imagination, this process of thinking and writing is affirmed by the Buddhist vision

of interior arrangement, where one strives to create a particular atmosphere with aesthetic

minimalism, with an eye for simplicity.” (Pg. 40)She recalls, “In the all-black schools of my

childhood there had never been any doubt that we have equal access to the world of the

imaginary… No one had ever suggested that being black, female, or working-class would

stand in my way. No wonder then that I cherish the memory of those all-black schools where no

one ever thought my love of Dickinson and Wordsworth was strange, where no one ever

questioned my right to love great literature no matter who had written it.” (Pg. 48) Later, she

adds, “there is no black literature, only literature that conveys our experience as black people.

There is no feminist writer, only the writer who writes from a feminist perspective.” (Pg.

56-57)She reveals, “As a young adult able to be critical of Christianity, I searched for a spiritual

path that would offer an alternative to the fall/redemption model. That search led me to

teachings and to spiritual leaders and guides who taught me about other paths. I learned about

the mystical dimensions of Islam, studied about Buddhism, Hinduism, and other religious

traditions. My current spiritual practice grows out of a combination of various traditions. Drawn

to the teachings of Buddha, I practice yoga and meditation. That aspect of Christian faith I most

cling to is the emphasis on prayer. And from the teachings of Sufi mystics, I learned how to

understand Love as divine energy in the universe.” (Pg. 111-112)Later in this essay, she

explains, “When I first published a chapbook of poems… I had chosen to use as a pseudonym

my great-grandmothers name, Bell Hooks. Though there were many reasons for choosing and

keeping a pen name, the one I seldom talked about was my religious belief that it was

important to deflect away from self and ego.” (Pg. 114)Often much more intimate and

“personal” than most of her other books, this book will be “must reading” for those of us who



love hooks’ writings, as well as those who want to read the thoughts of a prominent writer and

“public intellectual” on writing, as well as other subjects.”

The book by bell hooks has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 49 people have provided feedback.
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